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Topic Three 

Exceptions to Indefeasibility 
Fraud 

Assets Company Ltd v Mere Roihi [1905] AC 176 
Facts -Various groups of NZ first nations people brought an action for the return of 

land because it had been taken fraudulently and thus transfers were invalid 
-The company that owned the land said they had purchased the land properly 
-The company said the previous owner had properly registered and they were 
bona fide purchasers 

Issue -Did the alleged fraud affect the title? 
Held -The title was valid; fraud was not proven on the facts 
Rationale Lord Lindley: 

-Fraud in these Acts means actual fraud, i.e., dishonesty of some sort, not what 
is called constructive or equitable fraud… Further it appears to their Lordships 
that the fraud which must be proved in order to invalidate the title of a 
registered proprietor for value… must be brought home to the person whose 
registered title is impeached or to his agents.  The mere fact that he might have 
found out fraud if he had been more vigilant and had made further inquiries, 
which he omitted to make, does not of itself prove fraud on his part.  But if it 
were shown that he abstained from making inquiries for fear of learning the 
truth, the case is very different and fraud may be properly ascribed to him. A 
person who presents for registration a document which is forged or has been 
fraudulently or improperly obtained is not guilty of fraud if he honestly believes 
it to be a genuine document which can be properly acted upon’ 

Key Legal 
Principle 

-Defined fraud as either actual fraud or wilful blindness 

 
 
Fraud Against A Prior Interest Holder 

Loke Yew v Port Swettenham Rubber Co [1913] AC 491 (cf Bahr) 
Facts -Loke Yew acquired some land from Eusope, but did not register 

-Eusope entered into a contract to sell some land to Port Swettenham, who 
agreed that they were only buying land which did not belong to Loke Yew 
-However, Port Swettenham registered all of the land under their name and 
became the registered proprietors of Loke Yew’s land as well 
-Port Swettenham tried to purchase Loke Yew’s land, which was rejected 
-Port Swettenham commenced an action claiming his title was indefeasible 
-Loke Yew argued that Port Swettenham’s conduct amounted to fraud 

Issue -Was Port Swettenham’s title indefeasible? 
Held -The title was not indefeasible due to the fraud 
Rationale -A registered proprietor who has acted fraudulently will not be protected 

-It is a type of fraud where a party makes a promise, in order to induce another 
party to agree to the transaction, and then goes back on that promise 
-That happened here; When Port Swettenham went back on the promise, he 
was guilty of fraud and thus fell within the fraud exception in the legislation 

Key Legal 
Principle 

-Fraud will be an exception to indefeasibility 
-It is a type of fraud if a party makes certain promises to gain the title, and then 
goes back on that promise 
-Where the purchaser gives an undertaking that he will protect a prior 
unregistered interest for the purposes of inducing the registered proprietor to 
transfer the land with no intention from the outset to honour that undertaking, 
then that will be fraud in the requisite sense 
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Other Exceptions to Indefeasibility 
Relief In Personam 

Frazer v Walker [1967] 1 AC 569 
Facts -Mrs F arranged a mortgage without her husband’s knowledge (via forgery) 

-The mortgage was registered without knowledge of the forgery 
-On default, it was sold to Walker, who registered the transfer without fraud 
-Walker sought possession of the land from the Frazer’s 
-Frazer counter-claimed for rectification of the register 

Issue NA 
Held NA 
Rationale Lord Wilberforce: 

-The principle of indefeasibility ‘in no way denies the right of a plaintiff to bring 
against a registered proprietor a claim in personam, founded in law or in equity, 
for such relief as a court acting in personam may grant’ 

Key Legal 
Principle 

Outlines the right of a plaintiff to bring a claim in personam as an exception to 
indefeasibility  

 
 

Bahr v Nicolay (1988) 164 CLR 604 
Facts -Mr and Mrs Bahr acquired a general store 

-They wanted to buy another block and build more shops on that lot  
-In order to raise funds to develop his land, the Bahr’s sold it to Nicolay for $32k 
who would lease it back to them for three years 
-The contract provided that on the expiration of the lease, the Bahr’s would 
enter into a contract to repurchase the land for $45k 
-The land was later sold and registered to a new owner under the condition 
that the purchaser acknowledged the existence of the repurchase provision 
-When the Bahr’s attempted to enforce the agreement, the new owners 
refused to sell relying on their registration to defeat the Bahr’s equitable claim 

Issue -Was there an in personam claim against the registered proprietor? 
Held -There was a successful in personam claim 
Rationale  -An underlying obligation arising out of a transaction which takes place either 

before or after a registered proprietor becomes registered, maybe enforced 
against the registered proprietor 
 
Wilson & Toohey JJ: 
-There is a valid in personam claiming arising from a common intention CT  
-Their conduct both before and after registration amounted to an acceptance  
-It was this acknowledgement that gave rise to a constructive trust 
 
Brennan J: 
-The valid in personam claim arose upon repudiation to stop the party from 
acting unconscionably 
 
Mason CJ and Dawson J: 
-There is a valid in personam claim in the form of an express trust 
-If a court finds that the parties intended to create or protect the rights of a 
third party, and a trust is the most appropriate means of creating or protecting 
that property, then a trust will be imposed 

Key Legal 
Principle 

-The cause of action can arise from conduct before or after registration 
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Rasmussen v Rasmussen [1995] 1 VR 613 
Facts -The plaintiff claimed a constructive trust in his favour over land registered in 

the name of the defendant 
-The plaintiff alleged that the constructive trust arose because of a family 
farming arrangement with his father, who was deceased and by whose will the 
defendant became the registered proprietor 

Issue -Did the defendant have an indefeasible title as a volunteer? 
Held -The defendant did not have an indefeasible title 
Rationale -The assertion by the plaintiff’s father in his was that he was the sole beneficial 

owner of the land was unconscionable and warranted the imposition of a 
common intention constructive trust 
-The constructive trust could be enforced notwithstanding the provisions of the 
TLA (ss 42, 43 and 44) 
-The defendant could not rely on sections 42 and 43 to defeat the plaintiff’s 
claim because the protection afforded by those sections was not available to a 
volunteer 

Key Legal 
Principle 

-Rejected Bogdanovic v Koteff 
-Indefeasibility is not available to volunteers in VIctoria 

 
Farah Constructions Pty Ltd v Say-Dee Pty Ltd (2007) 230 CLR 89 at [198] 

Issue -Is indefeasibility available to volunteers? 
Held -Indefeasibility is available to volunteers 
Rationale Gleeson CJ, Gummow, Callinan, Heydon and Crennan JJ 

“Hence the registered proprietors prevail over Say-Dee even if they are 
volunteers” 

 
 
Inconsistent Legislation 

Calabro v Bayside City Council [1999] 3 VR 688 
Facts -Land marked as a road on a plan was included in Calabro’s registered title 

-The road was a ‘highway’ at common law 
-The Local Government Act 1989, s 203(2) provided: ‘a public highway vest in 
fee simple in the Council of the municipal district in which it is located’ 

Issue -Who owned the road? 
Held -The council owned the land 
Rationale -Section 203 of the Local Government Act and section 42 of the Transfer of 

Land Act dealt with the same subject matter and were inconsistent 
-The latter Act prevails 

Key Legal 
Principle 

-The latter Act will prevail when there are two inconsistent Acts 

 
Horvath v Commonwealth Bank of Australia [1999] 1 VR 643 

Facts -Section 49(a) of the Supreme Court Act 1986 held that loan contracts entered 
into by minors were void 
-Horvath bought a block of land with his parents in 1987 (he was 15) 
-The bank registered the mortgage; Horvath’s defaulted and bank ordered sale 
-The Horvath’s argued that the loan was void as it was entered into by a minor 

Issue -Was the loan valid? 
Held -The loan was valid 
Rationale -Section 49(a) was not inconsistent with section 42 as they operated in 

different spheres 
Key Legal 
Principle 

-If statutes can be read together, or operate in different spheres, both 
provisions/Acts will be valid 
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By Agreement 
Abela v Public Trustee [1983] 1 NSWLR 308 

Facts -H and W were the joint tenants of a family home 
-The couple separated and the Family Court ordered the sale of the home 
-H died after the marriage ended and the property was sold 
-W sought claim that the joint tenancy was not severed 

Issue Was the joint tenancy severed? 
Held -The joint tenancy was severed 
Rationale -Their agreement severed the joint tenant even though they had not agreed on 

precise shares, they took them equally 
-There was no agreement on personal property, W took all personal property 
by right of survivorship 

Key Legal 
Principle 

-If joint tenants agree to sever their tenancy, the agreement will be upheld 
even in the case of death 

 
 

Public Trustee v Pfeiffle [1991] 1 VR 19, 20–28 
Facts -The husband and wife were registered proprietors as joint tenants (2 homes) 

-After the marriage ended they entered into an agreement 
-The agreement stated that they held legally and equitably half of the share 
each and that the property would be sold upon remarriage by either party, or 
three years from the date of the agreement; The wife died 

Issue -Was the joint tenancy severed by the agreement? 
Held -The joint tenancy was severed 
Rationale -Their agreement to sell the properties and divide the proceeds of sale showed 

a common interest to immediately sever the joint tenancy notwithstanding that 
the event might never occur 

Key Legal 
Principle 

-A common interest to sever will effect a severance 
-The date of the agreement was the date of severance 

 
 
Course of Dealing 

Williams v Hensman (1861) 70 ER 862 
Facts -Money was bequeathed to be invested in stock, and to pay an annuity to A 

with the principal to go to her children at death 
-All eight children consented to money being invested in a mortgage fund 
-Three were minors 
-The could not end the trust until they all grew up 
-The trustee, with full agreement, advanced a sum to one of the children and 
the other children covenanted not to call upon the trustee to make up any 
deficiency (to them) in case the shares held for them should fall short of the 
advance made to the other child, and also to indemnify the trustee against all 
claims, damages and expenses by reason of advance 

Issue -Did the beneficiaries of the trust still co-own the joint tenancy? 
Held -The acts resulted in severance 
Rationale -Severance resulted from the execution of documents by co-owners indicating 

that their shares in a common fund were to be treated as separate by the 
matter of payment 

Key Legal 
Principle 

-Severance inferred by course of dealings (each thought they had separate 
shares an acted as such) 
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Topic Five 

Resulting Trusts – Are Mortgage Repayments Regarded as Contributions to Purchase Price? 
Calverley v Green (1984) 155 CLR 242, 245-65 

Facts -A man and woman lived together for about ten years (not married) 
-They decided to move if they could find a house that the man could afford 
-They found a house but the man had difficulty obtaining finance; the finance 
company required the purchase to be in their joint names 
-A mortgage was granted and they were jointly liable (agreed man would repay) 
-The man paid for the deposit and the balance was paid for by the mortgage 
-The parties were registered as joint tenants and some years later they parted 

Issue Are mortgage repayments regarded as contribution to the purchase price? 
Held Mortgage repayments are regarded as contributions to the purchase price 
Rationale Gibbs CJ, Mason, Brennan, Deane JJ: 

-The fact that both were parties to the mortgage and liable under it, 
constituted a contribution to the purchase price by the woman 
-When property is purchased to several people with unequal contributions, it is 
presumed that they hold the property in trust as TIC proportionately 
This presumption is displaced by a common intention or the presumption of 
advancement through marriage (does not apply to de facto couples) 

Key Legal 
Principle 

-Gibbs CJ was willing to extend the presumption to include de facto 
relationships but no one else agreed with him 

 
The Presumption of Advancement 

Trustees of the Property of Cummins (A Bankrupt) v Cummins (2006) 227 CLR 278 
297–304; [55] – [74] 

Facts -Mr Cummins did not lodge tax returns for 45 years and was declared bankrupt 
-Mr Cummins had an interest in the home and shares in his chambers  
-The house was purchased by the couple as joint registered proprietors 
-Mr Cummins transferred his interest to Mrs Cummins and she became the RP 
-Consideration was said to be half the value of the property; no money shifted  
-It was held that a presumption of ownership following proportionate 
contributions was rebutted, and the bankruptcy had severed the joint tenancy 
-The trustees argued that the transactions were void 

Issue -Did the husband and wife own the property as tenants in common or via a 
joint tenancy? 

Held -Held as joint tenants 
Rationale -Ordinarily the presumption of resulting trust would arise because Mr and Mrs 

Cummins contributed to the property in unequal contributions 
-The trustee in bankruptcy argued that a resulting trust was rebutted because 
Mr and Mrs Cummins intended to hold the property as joint tenants 
-The presumption of advancement means that the equitable interest aligns 
with the legal title, as there is no reason for assuming that any trust has arisen 
Matrimonial Exception 
-Where a husband and wife purchase a matrimonial home, each contributing to 
the purchase price and title is under one name, it may be inferred that it was 
intended that both would have half an interest in the property  
The subsistence of the matrimonial relationship supports the choice of joint 
tenancy with the prospect of survivorship 

Key Legal 
Principle 

-The case shows that the High Court is prepared to find an intention to take 
property as joint tenants despite an inequality of contribution where a husband 
and wife are involved and the marriage has been a long one 
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Topic Six 

The Caveat System 
What is a caveatable interest? 

Black v Garnock (2007) 230 CLR 438 
Facts -Garnock had an equitable purchaser’s interest under contract from Mrs Smith 

-Smith owed Black over $200,000; the sale price would not satisfy that debt 
-On the day of settlement Black recorded a writ of execution at 11.53am, which 
was a statutory interest, when settlement was scheduled for 2pm 
-Garnock paid settlement proceeds, but then could not register 

Issue -What interest prevailed? 
Held -Black’s recorded writ prevailed 
Rationale -Since the recording of the writ took place before the transfer was lodged for 

registration, Garnock did not have a registered interest 
-It was suggested that Garnock should have caveated their interest immediately 
-The purchasers had the means available to them to protect their interest by 
the lodging of a caveat and the bare fact that a contract exists before their writ 
was recorded was insufficient to give interest preferential treatment 

Key Legal 
Principle 

-A proprietary equitable interest will be caveatable 

 
 

Swanston Mortgage Pty Ltd v Trepan Investments & Registrar of Titles (1994) 1 VR 
672 

Facts -By registered mortgage, Trepan mortgaged an office building to secure a loan 
-The mortgagor failed to repay the principal on the due date and the default 
was not remedied after giving a notice to pay 
-There were unsuccessful auctions of the property 
-The mortgagee entered into a contract for the sale of the property $1.56m 
-Two days after the sale, the mortgagor lodged or sought to lodge a caveat 
prohibiting the registration of a new transfer pursuant to its sale to Bartrop 

Issue -Could a caveat be lodged? 
-Related to the nature of a mortgagor in circumstances where a sale of the 
mortgaged property is voidable, but has not yet been avoided by the court 

Held -A caveat could not be lodged 
Rationale Brooking J: 

-A mere equity is a right in equity that is ancillary to an interest in land and is 
binding on a third party who has notice of its existence or is a volunteer…  A 
mere equity gives to a plaintiff a right to an adjustment of rights in relation to a 
specific property, but ranks lower than an equitable interest 
-Where a mortgagee of Torrens system land sold it in breach of its duties to the 
mortgagor, the mortgagor had a mere equity to have the sale set aside 
-His Honour referred to Latec in support of the proposition that a mortgagor 
who had the right to set aside sale had a mere equity 
-Until the equity was made good, the mortgagor had, however, no equitable 
interest in the land and therefore no right to lodge a caveat in respect of it 

Key Legal 
Principle 

-You must have an equitable interest in land to lodge a caveat over it, and 
equity will not suffice 
-This decision has been criticised by it is the law in Victoria and must be 
followed until overturned 
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Topic Seven 

Priority Disputes Between Unregistered Interests in Land 
The Notice Test 

Moffett v Dillon [1999] 2 VR 480 
Facts -The purchaser under a contract gave the vendor a promissory note for the 

deposit plus one month’s interest (this was not honoured) 
-The purchaser then gave the vendor an equitable charge over the land “for the 
purpose of securing all moneys; The vendor lodged a caveat 
-Subsequently, the purchaser gave a bank a second mortgage over the land 
-The bank conceded that when it took the mortgage it knew of the charge. -
After further default, the vendor resold the land and sought damages  
-The vendor also sought amendment to the register to remove the bank’s 
mortgage which had been registered contrary to an interlocutory injunction 
-The bank opposed removal of its mortgage claiming priority 

Issue -Was there adequate notice? 
Held -There was actual notice; the bank conceded they knew 
Rationale Brooking & Buchanan JJA: 

-Notice here means notice as opposed to knowledge 
-If there is actual notice, it will be fatal to priority 
-If the notice is constructive, obiter in this case suggests it would be fatal 
-The vendor’s charge was first in time and the bank did not have a better equity 
-It is not equitable to allow a second interest holder who takes with notice of a 
prior interest to take priority over that interest 

Key Legal 
Principle 

-There is a separate notice test, which is preliminary to their of the merits tests 
-Brooking JA in obiter followed the better equity test in Rice 

 
 

Perpetual Trustee Co Ltd v Smith (2010) 186 FCR 566 
Facts -Money for Living operated a scheme where elderly retirees sold their homes to 

them and received a lump sum annuity for a fixed period and a life tenancy 
-The Smiths entered into this scheme 
-Perpetual made loans to Money for Living, funded the scheme and registered 
a mortgage on the Smith’s property 
-Money for Living closed down in 2005; class action started against them 
-Perpetual maintained that it was an innocent third party mortgagee and held 
an indefeasible title arising on registration of the mortgages 

Issue Which interest prevailed? 
Held The Smith’s interest prevailed 
Rationale -Giving Money for Living a registered transfer a certificate for title the retirees 

had armed Money for Living with the ability to enter into mortgages  
-There is no obligation to caveat 
-The fact of their occupation was constructive notice of their interest, which 
would prevail against a bona fide purchaser of a legal interest 
-In the absence of an obligation to caveat, and in light of their possession, there 
was no postponing conduct on the part of the retirees 
-The priority dispute was between the prior tenant in possession (stripped of its 
exception to indefeasibility and the registered mortgagees (stripped of 
indefeasibility so treated as an equitable mortgage) 
Moore & Stone JJ: 
-‘It beggars belief that the appellant did not have notice… of the retirees’ 
interests’ 

Key Legal 
Principle 

-Supports Moffett v Dillon that constructive knowledge is sufficient 
-The majority still applied the merits test with Dowsett J criticising the approach 
-Their actual possession acted as constructive notice 
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Heid v Reliance Finance Corp Pty Ltd (1983) 154 CLR 326 
Facts -Heid agreed to sell land to Connell Investments 

-CI was controlled by a firm of mortgage brokers called Neumann McKay 
-The purchase price was $165k ($15k to Heid in cash; $50k lent to CI and 
secured by a mortgage to Heid; $100k invested on Heid’s behalf) 
-Mr Gibbi (solicitor to NM) convinced H to let him act as his solicitor 
-Mr Gibbi was an employee but he was not a qualified solicitor (H did not know) 
-H agreed and signed a formal contract of sale and a transfer which contained 
an acknowledgement that he had received the $165k 
-The documents were left with Mr Gibbi and Heid then went overseas 
-At this stage, he had received $15k but had an equitable mortgage for the 
$50k and a vendor’s lien for $100k 
-NM needed to raise finance and mortgaged the land to Reliance 
-Reliance advanced the money and took the mortgage 
-CI was not registered as the owner of the fee simple 
-Reliance relied on the fact that the transfer seemed above board 
-RF lodged the transfer for registration and lodged a caveat (protect mortgage) 
-Heid then discovered what had happened 
-He lodged a caveat in respect of his interest as mortgagee and commenced 
proceedings claiming that his interest entitled him to priority 

Issue -Which interest prevailed? 
Held -Heid’s interest failed 
Rationale Gibbs CJ & Wilson J: 

-The court said that its role was to determine where the better equity lies 
-Merits are unequal where the conduct of the first had led the second acquisit. 
-The question was whether his conduct (transfer, title, acknowledgement of 
payment) enabled CI to represent themselves to Reliance as having a free 
unencumbered titled (answer is yes)  
-Relied on Abigail and said that the conclusion could be explained on two bases:  
-Estoppel: ‘It could be said that Heid clothed CI with apparent ownership by 
transferring the property to it and acknowledging… consideration’ 
-Agency: A person who hands over title deeds to an agent with authority to 
deal with the property, in a restricted manner could not rely on those 
restrictions against a third party who did not know about them 
-Arming, estoppel and agency should be grouped 
-The failure to caveat was not fatal but lodgement would be a means of notice 
 
Mason & Deane JJ (affirming Rice v Rice): 
-Merits are unequal if the first interest holder has armed the other with the 
inidica of title, and the armed person used that to create the second interest 
-They preferred estoppel as the basis for postponement; a flexible approach 
should be adopted and the following four things are relevant: 
1. Conduct of parties 
2. Question of any negligence on the part of the proper interest holder 
3. Effect of any representation raising an estoppel 
4. Conduct of first interest holder enabled the representation to be made 
-Also examined reasonable foreseeability; It was reckless for Heid to accept 
NM’s representation about Gibbi without making further enquiries 
- Heid should reasonable have thought Gibbi would put Connells interest first 
-There must be a causal connection between the act/omission of the first 
holder, and the second interest 
-The conduct of Heid in allowing Gibbi to have the CT and the memo of 
transfer, allowed Connell Investments to appear as the owner 
-‘The owner of property clothes a third person with the apparent ownership’ 
-Reliance then acted to its detriment on the assumptions induced 
-Accordingly, Heid was to be estopped from setting up his equitable interest 
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